Abstract-Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay networks can be utilized to deploy massive Internet overlay services such as multicast, content distribution, file sharing, etc. efficiently without any underlying network support. The crucial step to meet this objective is to design network-aware overlay network topologies connecting all nodes that offer promising properties in terms of excellent communication quality. We exploit the underlying network locality and proximity of the nodes for overlay routing and node placement strategy. In this paper, we describe in greater specific details our network-aware SuperPeers-Peers geometric overlay network hierarchy and study its communication quality in a massive scale network environment. We evaluate our proposal using ten massive scale networks each consisting of 100, 000 nodes. Our experimental results show high communication efficiency, quality and performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay network [9] is an effective method to support new applications and protocols that require no modifications to the underlying network layer. A P2P overlay network is formed by connections between the overlay nodes; each overlay connection may comprise of one or more physical links, with an IP-layer path connecting each pair of the overlay nodes. Since P2P overlay networks are built at the application layer, it is very effective to provide higher level services to the users by taking the Internet as lower level infrastructures. It is important to have some levels of underlying network awareness to mitigate multiple overlay edges from traversing the same underlying network links and multiple communications across many end systems that will produce redundant traffic and increase latency. To design networkaware overlay network, we could initiate continuous network measurements to determine underlying network metrics such as latencies. However, such a method will result in a large measurement overhead when overlay usage and node churn are high. If we perform network measurements intermittently, the resulting measurement may not be related to the practical usage of the overlay and thus leads to stale information.
In our approach, we exploit accurate and scalable Internet subspace embedding (Highways [8] ) of latencies such as Round-Trip-Times (RTTs) between nodes into a lowdimensional geometric space by measuring latencies between some nodes and assign geometric coordinates to all nodes in such a way that the geometric distance between node coordinates closely approximates their RTTs. The measurement overhead is reduced because non measurements are estimated. The geometric space can be maintained in a distributed manner with a small number of network latency measurements. The network embedding system adapts to dynamic network changes as the overlay nodes update their node coordinates iteratively. A network-aware SuperPeers-Peers geometric overlay hierarchy is then created to scale the overlay network communication and management -Lightweight SuperPeers Topologies (LST). The SuperPeers layer provides a backbone infrastructure for communications among all nodes in the network. The Peers in the Peers layer are connected to their closest SuperPeers in terms of their shortest geometric distances between them computed from their node coordinates. We use Yao-graph [14] to build the connectivity at SuperPeers layer -every SuperPeer is connected to six closest SuperPeers (neighbors).
In our previous work [3] , [4] , we gave a description our design principles and presented our evaluation results in the planetary-scale environment (PlanetLab) consisting of different groups of SuperPeers. In this paper we describe in specific details our Internet subspace geometry, construction algorithm of the SuperPeers-Peers hierarchy, geometric overlay routing mechanism, and overlay maintenance operations. This time, we evaluate our LST overlay network using ten massive scale networks each consisting of 100, 000 nodes. This massive scale network environment was used by Scribe [1] at the Microsoft Research Cambridge. Our performance evaluation results in the massive scale networks show that our LST overlay network has high communication efficiency, quality and performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the design principles of our network-aware geometric overlay network. We give details on the accurate and scalable Internet geometry that supports our overlay network construction, maintenance management and robustness during node churn, and geometric overlay routing. Section III explains the setup of the simulation experiments using ten massive scale networks, each consisting of 100, 000 nodes. Section IV discusses our performance evaluation results in the massive scale networks. Section V concludes.
II. NETWORK-AWARE GEOMETRIC OVERLAY NETWORK
The LST overlay network is divided into two layers: SuperPeers and Peers. The upper SuperPeers layer consists of elected Superpeers based on the selection criteria of sufficient resources and reliability [3] , [4] , and acts as a reliable highbandwidth backbone network infrastructure for communications among all nodes. Every Peer in the Peers layer is connected to their closest SuperPeer in terms of the shortest geometric distance between them for end-to-end overlay geometric routing. Figure 1 shows the topology structure of our network-aware SuperPeers-Peers geometric overlay hierarchy. 
A. Internet Subspace Geometry
Network embedding computes node coordinates and geometric distances between nodes to estimate their underlying network metrics such as latency in a scalable way. That is, nodes are mapped onto points in a geometric space and they are assigned geometric coordinates in such a way that the computed geometric distances between node coordinates closely approximates the latencies (RTTs) between nodes. These node coordinates also reflect their geometric position in the geometric space. RTT measurements from each node to some landmarks are performed for embedding into a geometric space. So, it does not require full mesh N 2 network measurements of N nodes that will cause extensive overheads to deduce the quality of the underlying network metric (i.e. RTTs) between nodes. Using these geometric distances, efficient and selective placement of nodes in the geometric overlay network can be done. In other words, we are able to determine node locality from the node coordinates and their geometric distances between nodes. Basically, the LST overlay network learns of the underlying RTTs between nodes through their coordinates and computed geometric distances. Our Internet geometry simplifies the construction of networkaware geometric overlays.
From the scalability meta-metric observations in [10] , subspace embedding in Euclidean space of RTTs between nodes in smaller partitioned clusters achieves better embedding accuracy. The nodes in the clusters are closer to each other and they have closer landmarks. We exploit this idea in Highways [8] and develop it as an overlay network control plane service providing geometric location information for the LST overlay network. In Highways, superspace embedding [10] embeds the whole set of overlay nodes in the system as one large set into global geometric space while subspace embedding embeds small partitioned clusters of overlay nodes into local geometric space. In this manner, both the global and local geometric spaces are established to derive the global and local geometric positions of all overlay nodes respectively. The local geometric position information helps to provide an accurate geometric distance estimation between overlay nodes within each of the clusters while the global geometric position information estimates the inter-cluster geometric distances between overlay nodes in different clusters. We use 2-dimensional Euclidean space as the embedded geometric space in our Internet geometry.
In our system, we first measure the RTTs among the SuperPeers and use this measured RTT matrix to partition the SuperPeers into smaller clusters by adopting a simple approach of the K-means method [11] . The algorithm separates and combines nodes into clusters in the LST overlay network by assigning each node to the cluster having the nearest centroid (mean) based on the geometric distances. We use K = 3 as the number of partitions due to the geographical continents of the world, which comprises generally of North/South America, Africa/Europe and Asia Pacific. After all the SuperPeers have been partitioned into smaller clusters, all Peers measured their RTTs to all the SuperPeers and every Peer uses this information to find the closest SuperPeer. The Peer then joins the cluster whereby the closest SuperPeer belongs. These measured RTTs between SuperPeer-to-SuperPeer and Peer-toSuperPeer as a result of clustering are usable and required for the network embedding. This is because the SuperPeers are being used as the landmarks for the network embedding technique. Thus there is no additional overhead and redundancy in measuring these raw RTT measurements and they are less than N 2 measurements taken. Subspace embedding in Euclidean space is performed strictly in each of the partitioned clusters to compute node local geometric coordinates. To compute the inter-cluster geometric distances between all nodes residing in different clusters, we make use of the basis transition matrix. We would be able to transform the node local geometric coordinates from its local geometric space to the node global geometric coordinates in the global geometric space. Once the transformation is done, we are able to compute the inter-cluster geometric distances between these nodes residing in different clusters that spans the global geometric space, without the need to measure any property between itself and the landmarks that spans such a space. Here we describe the landmark-based embedding and singular value decomposition (SVD) technique that map the nodes into points in a low-dimensional geometric space. In our LST overlay network, the list of elected SuperPeers are the landmarks for the network embedding.
To calculate and assign coordinates of k-dimensional geometric space for all N nodes in X, at least k + 1 landmarks (SuperPeers) are selected. This is to solve the possible problem that coordinate vectors of the landmarks could be linearly dependent in the geometric space which may cause the nodes to unable to differentiate their distinct geometric locations from these landmarks and hinder the computation of the node coordinates. That is, if the landmarks have their coordinate vectors as a multiple of the other i.e. the landmarks are in a straight vector line, then the nodes would not be able to compute their distinct geometric locations from these landmarks. As in [12] , this framework relies on a set of landmarks from which the nodes may select any set consisting of at least k + 1 landmarks out of a list of all landmarks for embedding into k-dimensional geometric space. This allows flexibility for a node to determine its geometric coordinates in choosing its set of landmarks without the need to use a fixed infrastructure of well-known landmarks. It solves the problems of communication bottlenecks and single points-offailure caused by the use of well-known landmarks. However, note that the chosen set of landmarks must share at least one common landmark in their selection so that the vector basis constructed spans the embedded geometric space.
A symmetric measured network latency matrix D for the set of landmarks
Dimensionality reduction to k is done using SVD:
where U and V T are orthogonal matrices, and W is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of D.
The RTT measurements of all overlay nodes i ∈ X where i = 1, · · · , N to their sets of selected landmarks L = {l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l m } are made. This can be written using column vector notation for a node i as below:
This is simply the Lipschitz embedding of X using set of landmarks L.
By using the first k columns of U denoted by Uk, we project the m-dimensional space into a new k-dimensional space: where φ (i) = Uk T .φ(i) is the coordinates of node i after dimensionality reduction.
To minimize the discrepancy between the distance represented in the coordinates system and the measured distance between m landmarks, we defined and used a scaling factor:
, where L 2 is the Euclidean norm since we use Euclidean space.
In order for a node to know about the global geometric space G and derive its coordinates in G, without measuring any property between itself and the nodes that form such a vector basis, a basis changing technique is adopted and a basis transition matrix T G is maintained. That is, a basis transition matrix T G is computed for converting the node local geometric coordinates between its local basis of the local geometric space C to global basis of the global geometric space G to derive its global geometric coordinates. The basic insight is that a randomly selected set of landmarks defines an embedding geometric space that can be easily (linearly) mapped into another embedding space derived from a different set of landmarks. We maintain a basis transformation matrix for the ease of converting node local geometric coordinates from its local geometric space to the global geometric space to derive its global geometric space, without measuring any property between itself and the landmarks that spans such a space.
If we want to change the local basis of R k from local geometric space C to the global geometric space G, the basis transition matrix T G is calculated by a selected arbitrary set of nodes. This selected set of nodes measure coordinates to two landmark sets in the global geometric space G and local geometric space C. Then, the following equation is solved using least squares to obtain T G :
where P G is the selected set of node global geometric coordinates in global geometric space G and P C is the selected set of node local geometric coordinates in original local geometric space C.
Once we have T G , then we can calculate the global geometric coordinates of the node i in the global geometric space G from its local geometric coordinates in original local geometric space C:
Therefore, the node global geometric coordinates in the global geometric space G can be obtained relative to the basis transition matrix T G and its node local geometric coordinates in the original local geometric space C, with nothing more than the information it already has.
We expect nodes to recompute their node coordinates iteratively due to node churn or topology changes. Such changes are captured by the RTTs between nodes. In this case, a node recomputes its coordinates following the above embedding steps. If for some reasons, a landmark becomes unavailable during this recomputation process, the node then chooses other alternative landmark to devise the basis transition matrix.
B. SuperPeers-Peers Geometric Overlay Hierarchy
The basic idea is that we construct Yao-graph [14] at the SuperPeers layer by cutting the 2-dimensional Euclidean space around each SuperPeer into six sectors, each with equal geometric angle of θ = π 3 . Every SuperPeer in the Yaograph chooses the closest SuperPeer (neighbor) in terms of the shortest geometric distance to other SuperPeer in each of the six sectors. So, every SuperPeer is connected to six closest SuperPeer neighbors. The Yao-graph is proven to exhibit the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) in [14] . Previous works in [2] , [7] use Yao-graph for the design of mobile wireless networks. Their good communication performance results motivate us to use the Yao-graph in our overlay geometric structure. Such graph structure is able to minimize overhead during overlay maintenance management. Yao-graph can be maintained locally in a distributed manner because each node is connected to other six closest neighbors based on the shortest geometric distances between nodes. That is, the local maintenance algorithm is confined to the affected node and its immediate six closest neighbors. In this manner, this geometric graph structure allows efficient and lightweight local recovery from node churn. In addition, Yao-graph was the first technique to break the O(N 2 ) time complexity barrier in the computation of the EMST in a connected graph with N nodes [14] .
Here we describe our self-stabilizing and distributed Yaograph construction protocol as shown in Figure 2 . We consider a connected graph G(V, E), where V corresponds to a set of points (nodes) in the Euclidean space R 2 , and E to the set of edges with weight corresponding to the Euclidean length of an edge. Suppose that every node u ∈ V knows its neighborhood N (u) and the current positions of the nodes in N (u) in the Euclidean space. Every node aims at maintaining a connection to the closest node in every sector S (or cone). Let E(u) be the current set of the connections of node u.
for Every Sector S of u 6 do if S has at least one node in N (u) but no node in E(u) 7 then Add the node w in S of shortest distance to u to E(u) Fig. 2 . A distributed and self-stabilizing Yao-graph topology construction protocol.
Theorem 1: When the distributed Yao-graph topology construction protocol self-stabilizes in the stable state, the outdegree of every node is at most s where the 2-dimensional Euclidean space around every node v ∈ V is cut into s sectors with angle θ = 2π s . Proof: Follows directly from the distributed and selfstabilizing protocol. In our 2-dimensional Euclidean space, the out-degree of a node is 6 since every node connects to 6 closest neighbors in the 6 sectors with angle θ = π 3 . We use distributed Yao-graph topology construction protocol to build the overlay network connectivity among the SuperPeers based on their geometric coordinates and distances with other SuperPeers. These SuperPeer-SuperPeer Yao-graph routes serve as the reliable high-bandwidth backbone network connectivity for the overlay network. In the Peers layer, Peers are directly connected to the closest SuperPeers that are capable of serving an additional Peer and this connectivity is called the Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop route. Among the Peers being served by their closest SuperPeer, direct connectivity between these Peers can be established if there exists a shortcut route between the Peers. That is, a Peer-Peer Shortcut route is established between two Peers belonging to a SuperPeer, if the direct connectivity between these two Peers is shorter than their Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop routes. This architecture is illustrated in flat geometric view as shown in Figure 3 . The various overlay routes in the 2-tier LST overlay network are illustrated in Figure 4 . 
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C. Geometric Overlay Network Routing
We use the localized geometric routing algorithm -random compass routing [5] -to route data from one SuperPeer to destination SuperPeer in the Yao-graph at the SuperPeers layer. For end-to-end routing, the Peer-Peer Shortcut route and PeerSuperPeer 1-Hop route are utilized to complete the routing process. That is, for end-to-end routing between Peers, if there exist a Peer-Peer Shortcut route, then packet is delivered using this route. Otherwise, the Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop route is used to route the packet from the source Peer to the source SuperPeer at the SuperPeers layer serving the source Peer and localized random compass routing protocol is activated to deliver the packet to the destination SuperPeer that serve the destination Peer which the Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop route is used to complete the routing process. The motivation for using localized random compass routing algorithm at SuperPeer layer is that the results in [6] show that the delivery rate of random compass routing in Yao-graph is 100%.
D. Geometric Overlay Network Maintenance
Our 2-tier LST overlay network uses stable overlay nodes as SuperPeers to handle most of the heavy system workloads and reduce the network maintenance overhead. When an overlay node leaves the system or a failure occurs, the information that is related to the leaving overlay node must be updated among the other affected overlay nodes. Similarly, if a new overlay node joins the system, information relating to the new overlay node will also have to be updated. For high node churn, network maintenance overhead can be heavy. The following cases describe the LST overlay network maintenance operations during node churn which will invoke the local topology repair algorithm.
New Overlay Nodes Joining.
A new overlay node will contact the bootstrap service operating at the SuperPeers layer for a standard overlay JOIN procedure. Once the new overlay node is elected as a SuperPeer or normal Peer, the following operations are executed.
A new normal Peer is joining the LST overlay network. During the JOIN procedure, the new normal Peer measured the RTTs to all existing SuperPeers and use this information to join the cluster whereby the closest SuperPeer belongs. Then, the new normal Peer's geometric coordinates within the cluster are computed by the Highways overlay control plane service. Using the estimated geometric distances, the Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop route to the closest SuperPeer is established and all possible Peer-Peer Shortcut routes are setup and updated with the neighboring Peers within the cluster.
A new SuperPeer is joining the LST overlay network. A new overlay node is elected as the new SuperPeer L and measured the RTTs to all existing SuperPeers and use this information to join the cluster whereby the closest SuperPeers belongs. Then, the new SuperPeer's geometric coordinates within the cluster is computed by the Highways overlay control plane service.
This new SuperPeer L starts to cut the space surrounding itself into six sectors with equal angle of θ = In our case where N = 10, 000, this gives about 5 TTLs. This Update procedure ensures that the affected SuperPeers will quickly learn about the change and perform necessary update on their own neighbor tables accordingly. Existing Overlay Nodes Leaving.
To be able to detect overlay nodes leaving the LST overlay network or overlay node failures, a heartbeat approach is used. Every overlay node sends small alive messages to each other periodically and maintenance operations are invoked when heartbeats are lost. The following operations are executed:
A normal Peer is leaving the LST overlay network. The missing heartbeat will be detected from this normal Peer. The associated SuperPeer and peers who have their Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop and Peer-Peer Shortcut routes with this normal Peer will attempt to free their connection resources. Only the affected SuperPeer and peers are reorganized locally and this minimizes global overhead management. A SuperPeer is leaving the LST overlay network. The six neighboring SuperPeers connected to this leaving SuperPeer will notice this failure through the missing heartbeats and trigger the local topology repair algorithm. It will reconstruct the Yao-graph relationships of the six neighboring SuperPeers and reorganize the Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop and Peer-Peer Shortcut routes of its connecting Peers.
The neighboring SuperPeers of this leaving SuperPeer are notified of this change and update their neighbor tables. This notification occurred because SuperPeers periodically exchange alive heartbeat messages. When this leaving SuperPeer leaves the overlay network and heartbeats stop, every neighboring SuperPeers will send a Discovery broadcast message with a limited 5 TTLs to other neighboring SuperPeers. Each neighboring SuperPeer receiving the Discovery broadcast message will respond with its geometric position information and its IP addresses. The Join and Update procedures (described above) will help to adjust its current topology state for the affected SuperPeers and Peers as illustrated in Figure 6 . This ensures that the SuperPeers' Yao-graph links and Peers' Peer-SuperPeer 1-Hop routes can be quickly reconstructed locally as a result of this change. Due to the lightweight properties of Yao-graph, node churn causes little problem to the hierarchical layers of the LST overlay network, as long as a SuperPeer does not become disconnected by the loss of all its neighboring SuperPeers. Even in the extreme case of losing all neighboring SuperPeers, the affected SuperPeer can contact the bootstrap service to rejoin the network.
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Our massive scale simulation experiments are implemented using the massive scale networks that were used by Scribe [1] at the Microsoft Research Cambridge. The massive scale networks are generated by Georgia Tech random graph generator [15] . The hierarchical transit-stub model contains 5050 routers. There are 10 transit domains at the top level with an average of 5 routers in each. Each transit router has an average of 10 stub domains attached, and each stub has an average of 10 routers. There are 100, 000 end-system nodes that were randomly assigned to routers in the core with uniform probability. Each end-system node is directly attached by a local area network (LAN) link to its assigned router.
There are ten different networks using the same parameters but different random seeds -we have 10 massive scale networks with network model named as 0 to 9. We use the policy routing link weights generated by Georgia Tech random graph generator to perform IP unicast routing. That is, all links of the same type such as intra-domain or inter-domain links, are assigned the same link weight. IP multicast routing uses a shortest path tree formed by merging the unicast routes from the source to each receivers. For such a massive scale network, it is more feasible to develop a simulator for our experiments. The well-known network simulator such as ns-2, would not be able to handle this large size of the networks involved and the dynamics of the overlay networks. The simulator models the propagation delay on the physical links as follows. The delay of each LAN link was set to 1 ms and the average delay of core links was 40.7 ms. Our simulator does not model queuing delay, packet losses, or any cross network traffic because modeling of such parameters would prevent the simulation of massive scale networks. To examine whether the LST overlay network is efficient in supporting multiple concurrent applications with varying requirements, we run experiments using a large number of groups with a wide range of group sizes. As in Scribe [1] , since there are no sources of real-world trace data to drive the experiments, a Zipf-like distribution for the group sizes is adopted. The size of a group with rank r is given by gsize(r) = Nr −1.25 +0.5 , where N is the total number of overlay nodes. In each network model, the total number of group ranks was fixed at 150 (i.e. the total number of groups is 150 with group rank 1 to 150) and the number of overlay nodes (N ) was fixed at 100, 000, which were the numbers being simulated.
In each group, we choose 10% of the total number of overlay nodes to be the SuperPeers based on the election criteria. The reason for the choice was derived from the recent study [13] which states that there are approximately 10% of the overlay nodes that have high capacity, and they exhibit stability and reliable connectivity in the overlay network. In each network model, the maximum number of SuperPeers is 10, 000 in group rank 1 which consists of 100, 000 nodes. We run our simulation system on these 10 massive scale networks and the total number of groups is 1500. We generate 2-dimensional Euclidean coordinates for all the nodes in the system. Since our performance results in all 10 networks are similar, only the average values over the 10 massive scale networks are shown. Figure 7 visualizes an example of the Yao-graph geometric topology structure at the SuperPeers layer in 2-dimensional Euclidean space for group rank 35 containing a total of 117 SuperPeers. 
IV. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Overlay Cost vs Underlay Cost.
For each of the source-destination SuperPeers pair, we compare the LST overlay network cost and underlay network cost in terms of latencies on a path-by-path basis. That is, we measure and compare the network cost between two nodes for direct IP communication utilizing the underlying network and the cost of using the overlay network. Figure 8 shows the scatter-plot performance of geometric SuperPeersto-Peers overlay hierarchy for group rank 72, 96 and 148 respectively. The X-axis is the LST overlay network cost and the Y-axis is the underlay network cost. The solid linear line gives the indication of network cost being equal to the overlay cost and its purpose is to show this boundary. The results show that for some cases, using the LST overlay network for communications outperforms the direct IP-based communications in the underlying network. It also shows that the LST overlay network communications' latencies are reasonable in delivering messages relative to their direct underlay communications. These results are expected because all overlay communications usually suffer a slightly higher communication cost than the direct Internet communications. This is due to the overlay network routing that is usually not as optimal as direct communications in the underlying network.
In-degree/Out-degree of a SuperPeer. The in-degree/out-degree of a SuperPeer denotes the number of connected incoming and outgoing neighbors that are maintained by that SuperPeer. For a SuperPeer to limit its outbound network bandwidth, it must limit its out-degree in the overlay network, otherwise, its forwarding capacity can be exceeded. A Yao-graph's node has its out-degree being bounded by s number of sectors and its in-degree can be as high as N −1 for a total of N nodes. In our LST overlay network, the out-degree of the SuperPeer is bounded at most 6, which is reasonably small. A SuperPeer with a high in-degree may easily become exhausted. It is interesting to find out the in-degree of the SuperPeer in the Yao-graph topology using the massive scale networks.
For each network model and group, we compute the indegree/out-degree of each SuperPeer. As expected, the maximum out-degree of a SuperPeer in our Yao-graph is 6. This is due to the bounding characteristics of our Yao-graph geometric structure in 2-dimensional Euclidean space which has six sectors connecting to six outgoing neighbors. Our experimental results indicate that the average in-degree is the same as (equal to) that of average out-degree. The distributions of mean node degree and maximum in-degree for different group ranks are shown in Figure 9 . The X-axis (log scale) is the group ranks in descending group size and the Y-axis (log scale) is the node degree. The figure shows that the average in-degree (node degree) of each group is relatively small, with a maximal average of 6. A small average in-degree suggests a low link stress for overlay communications in the massive scale networks. The maximal in-degree of group rank 1 (largest group size) is 150, which is still realistic. Figure 10 illustrates the standard deviation of in-degree and out-degree for different group ranks. The axes are the same as the previous figure. The figure shows that the standard deviation of out-degree in SuperPeer decreases as group rank decreases for 150 to 1. This means that the standard deviation of out-degree decreases as the group size increases. The standard deviation of out-degree is small: the minimum standard deviation of out-degree is 0.34 in group rank 2 and maximum standard deviation is 1.22 in group rank 130, giving an average of 0.98 over all groups. Again, this result is expected for all groups -all SuperPeers in our Yao-graph have their outdegree bounded at most 6. However, the standard deviation of in-degree in SuperPeer increases with the group size. The minimum standard deviation of in-degree is 1.37 in group rank 138 and maximum standard deviation of in-degree is 5.3 in group rank 1, giving an average of 2.03 over all groups. This shows that the in-degree of a SuperPeer can be relatively high. This may be due to the possibility that there exists such a special SuperPeer that is the only nearest neighbor to many other SuperPeers. To overcome the possibility of exhausting the in-degree of a SuperPeer, undirected sparsified Yao-graph [14] can be considered. Basically, a sparsified Yaograph is a Yao-graph whereby only the shortest incoming edge is selected for incoming link if the in-degree of a sector exceeds one.
V. CONCLUSION
Since we cannot ignore the underlying network metrics such as latencies (RTTs) between nodes to construct efficient P2P overlay network, we propose and design a P2P networkaware geometric overlay network. To evaluate our proposal in a massive scale network environment, we carry out simulation experiments on ten massive scale networks each consisting of 100, 000 nodes. Our experimental evaluation results show high communication efficiency, quality and performance. This is due to the awareness of underlying network locality and proximity that provides effective and selective placement strategy of the nodes in our geometric overlay hierarchy.
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